We present the theoretical and experimental results of photorefractive two-beam coupling in Cr-doped strontium barium niobate:60, using thermal excitation (i.e., dark conductivity) to model the experimentally observed temperature-dependent behavior of the two-beam coupling constant and response time.
Certain strontium barium niobate (SBN) crystals have previously been observed to exhibit increased photorefractive gain as the crystal temperature is lowered below room temperature and away from its ferroelectric phase transition near 345 K. This effect was reported for a doubly Ce-and Ca-doped Sr 0 . 6 Bao. 4 Nb 2 06 crystal over the temperature range of 243-313 K and in Cr-doped GaAs from 280 to 400 K. also recently observed in a Cr-doped Sro 6 Bao. 4 Nb 2 O 6 (SBN:60:Cr) sample. In this Letter we present the experimental results of the temperature-dependent behavior of the photorefractive properties of SBN:60:Cr and compare them with a theoretical model obtained by incorporating dark-conductivity effects in the Kukhtarev equations for photorefractive twobeam coupling.
The single-crystal SBN:60:Cr sample was grown at Rockwell International Corporation using the Czochralski method and was polished to an optical-quality cube approximately 6 mm on each side. The crystal appeared pale green in color, which we attribute to the For the stationary grating, the one-carrier/one-species case, the modified theory yields r = Re (2l reffno Esc), (4) where the relevant dark-conductivity temperature dependence is contained in the space-charge electric field Esc and its dependence on the characteristic time to. For an applied electric field Eo and an optical modulation index m, the space-charge field is given by 
However, cooling of the crystal also increases its response time since to, and therefore the time constant r, increases. From the equations for X we find that the crystal becomes faster at higher temperatures even for # = 0; the presence of the dark-conductivity term further accentuates this effect. This suggests that heating of the crystal will result in a faster response owing to the higher electron conductivity, but as can be seen from the predicted and experimental results this improvement in response time is obtained at a cost of lower photorefractive gain.
We investigated the presence of a significant darkexcitation factor by measuring r for low total intensity
Io. If dark excitation were present, it would follow that r should be intensity dependent at a low total intensity and constant at a high intensity, as observed by Ewbank et al. in Ce-doped SBN, which showed a much lower dark conductivity than did Cr-doped SBN:60. 6 From Eqs. (5) and (7) above, this functional dependence is of the form rC 1 (8) 1 + K/I 0 '
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(6a) In these equations NO is the number density of impurities, which in this case is dominated by Cr; NA is the number density of nonphotoactive, compensatory ions; and At is the mobility. Since f decreases as the temperature decreases, E 5 c and, consequently, the coupling constant increase through the dark-conductivity factor (1 + hv3/sIo)-1 as the crystal is cooled.
For certain values of the material parameters NA and No, F will first tend to increase with temperature, where K = hvf3/s is constant. obtain the fits shown in the graphs. In Fig. 3 the experimental response time increases below 270 K much faster than suggested by theory; we attribute this to our assumption that AL is constant, while it actually would decrease with decreasing temperature. Futhermore, by extrapolating the values obtained experimentally for e(T), we were able to predict the temperature To for optimum coupling as shown in Fig.   5 . It can be inferred from the figure that for T < To the original Kukhtarev's equations hold, while for T > To the additional factor in our new model becomes significant. Also, as the dark conductivity decreases, the To increases, so for low dark-conductivity crystals the original Kukhtarev's equations still hold at room temperature.
In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical model that explains the behavior of the photorefractive response time and gain as a function of temperature by incorporating a dark-conductivity term in the Kukhtarev rate equations. The presence of significant dark conductivity in our SBN:60:Cr sample was determined experimentally by measuring r as a function of Io, the total intensity, for a small Io, and these data were found to fit the theoretically predicted curve closely. The response time of the crystal was measured as a function of temperature and was found to decrease with increasing temperature, as expected from this theory.
